Become a
What Is CRISM?

The Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars, or CRISM, is an instrument
onboard NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO). It was designed and built, and is
operated by, The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory. CRISM is a special kind
of camera that maps minerals on Mars to investigate what the planet was like in the past. It
differs from most cameras because instead of taking images in visible red, green, and blue light,
it takes its images in 544 colors of visible and infrared light. CRISM’s primary mission is to
search for the mineral residues of liquid water that existed on Mars in the past. It also uses
its color capabilities to understand how Mars’ crust formed.
CRISM scientists use principles of geology studied on Earth to infer how rocks formed on
Mars. Rocks are mixtures of minerals that form under different conditions. Minerals that once
formed in liquid water on Mars preserve evidence of past environments that could have been
suitable for life. Understanding the geology and composition of surface features as well as the
changing amounts of water and other components of the atmosphere and polar ice caps helps
us understand how the Red Planet compares to our own.

Minerals Indicate Geologic Settings

Volcanoes: Iron and magnesium silicates

Cold springs: Sulfates and iron oxides

Hot springs: Clays and iron oxides

Lake beds: Sulfates and clays
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a CRISM Mineral Detective and
CRISM Detects and Maps Mineral Clues
Scientists assume that matter behaves the same
way in all parts of the universe. Because we
understand the conditions in which different
minerals form on Earth, we can assume they
formed the same way on Mars.
CRISM’s complex observations are converted
into easier-to-understand maps that show
locations that have spectral fingerprints of
different kinds of minerals. The minerals, in
turn, point to the processes that formed rocks
on Mars’ surface.
The CRISM instrument
consists of three parts
and has a mass of
32.9 kg (72.5 lb).

Examples of these minerals include ironcontaining igneous minerals formed by
volcanic activity or cratering; other iron
minerals formed through alteration by water
on the surface or in Mars’ thin atmosphere;
and clay, carbonate, and sulfate minerals
formed in past interaction with liquid water.
CRISM observations also show the location of
water ice and carbon dioxide ice in both the
permanent polar caps and the seasonal frosts
that form and disappear each Martian year. To
date, CRISM has taken more than 23,000 highresolution observations and mapped 90% of
Mars at lower resolution.

CRISM gathers
reflected sunlight
from the surface
of Mars.
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d Uncover the Secrets of Water
How CRISM Works

CRISM measures visible and infrared
sunlight that is reflected from the Martian
surface. Each mineral is a chemical
compound that absorbs energy at specific
wavelengths. Analyzing the way minerals
selectively absorb some wavelengths of the
reflected light, called reflectance
spectroscopy, helps distinguish between
minerals that would otherwise appear to
be the same to our eyes.

The arrows above indicate at what wavelengths the clay mineral
nontronite absorbs energy. The dashed red line shows the unique
spectral fingerprint of this type of clay. How are the other clays
shown on this graph similar or different?

Math Connection

Meters and centimeters are too large
to use conveniently to measure higherenergy wavelengths. Visible light covers
the wavelength range from 0.4 × 10 –6 to
0.7 × 10 –6 meters. Using the conversion
chart to the right, determine the wavelength
range of visible light in micrometers.

Martian Mineral Fingerprints

Dips in the amount of light reflected at
particular wavelengths, called absorptions,
provide unique spectral fingerprints that
identify minerals.

CRISM and the
Electromagnetic Spectrum

CRISM measures up to 544 “colors,” or wavelengths of light, from 0.362 to 3.92 micrometers
(362 to 3920 nanometers) in the electromagnetic
spectrum. Visible light covers 55 colors from 400
to 700 nanometers; CRISM’s other 489 colors are
invisible to the human eye.

meter
centimeter
millimeter
micrometer
nanometer

m
cm
mm
µm
nm

100
10–2
10–3
10–6
10–9

1m
0.01 m
0.001 m
0.000001 m
0.000000001 m

Did you know? A red blood cell is about 5 micrometers
(or microns) across, and a page in a phone book is about
100 microns thick. Can you think of other examples of
objects measured in microns?
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r on Mars!
Spectroscopy Reveals the Invisible

This CRISM image was acquired in January 2007 and shows how part of Mars would have
looked to the human eye. The graph shows spectra of three different minerals that are present in
this image. However, in the visible wavelength range, all of the spectra are parallel to each other
without distinguishing characteristics—making it hard for your eye to tell the minerals apart.

The image below is from the same area of Mars as the one above but is a false-color version
created using wavelengths from the infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum. In the
infrared range, the unique spectral fingerprints that allow scientists to identify and map these
minerals become apparent. Here, olivine appears orange, pyroxene appears dark brown, and
clay appears blue-green. How does this image compare with the one on the front of the poster?
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Are You Ready to Put Yourself in the Role
of a Planetary Geologist?
You can work with CRISM team members
to make discoveries about Mars’ watery
past! Join the Mars Exploration Student
Data Teams (MESDT).
Students and their teacher mentors
nationwide work with CRISM scientists
using authentic mission data to design,
conduct, and present their own research
projects. You could make an original,
exciting discovery! For more information,
please see the Toolbox.

Language Arts
Connection:
Communicating Research

An important aspect of a scientist’s work
is telling others about their discoveries.
Practice your communication skills by
researching and writing or giving an oral
report on how CRISM was used to help
identify where NASA’s Mars Curiosity
would make its historic landing. Search
http://marsoweb.nas.nasa.gov/ for
presentations given by scientists who
researched candidate landing sites.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91109
www.jpl.nasa.gov

www.nasa.gov

MESDT students at work
TST_13-00032 JHU/APL
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SPECTRA—TRY IT! Match the Minerals
Use the information in the “How CRISM Works” section and the clues below to match the
mineral description and picture with the corresponding spectrum. Spectral data were obtained
from http://speclib.rsl.wustl.edu.

A. Gypsum is a sulfate mineral (containing metal,
sulfur, and oxygen) recognized by infrared absorptions
controlled by the metal and amount of water bound
in the crystals. Gypsum forms around springs or where
water evaporated. Look for dips indicating where light
is absorbed at 1.4, 1.75, 1.9, 2.2, and 2.5 micrometers.

B. Olivine is a silicate mineral formed of iron,
magnesium, silicon, and oxygen. It has a broad
absorption (dip) near 1.05 micrometers that extends
into visible wavelengths and includes red light. This
makes the mineral green to our eyes. It makes up much
of Earth’s mantle and occurs in some volcanic rocks.

C. Hematite is an oxide mineral (metal combined
with oxygen). It forms when water combines with the
iron in olivine or pyroxene. Hematite appears red and is
distinguished by absorptions (dips) near 0.53, 0.66, and
0.9 micrometers.
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START EXPLORING!

1. Go to CRISM Map (http://crism-map.jhuapl.
edu/).
2. Choose from a selection of background maps
by clicking on the Legend icon in the
toolbar. The colorful default map is from the
Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) and
shows elevation. Bluer colors indicate low
elevation and redder colors indicate high
elevation. What happens when you select
different layers?
3. Select the Zoom tool
and click/drag an
area on the map. Depending on where you
selected, you should see several existing
observations (CRISM images) that look like
an hourglass shape.
4. Select the Information tool
on an observation (image).

and then click

5. On the left side of the screen, you will see
information about that observation. Click

one of the observations in the list. A new
window should open up.
6. At the top left of this page is a visible image
of the observation you selected, and near the
bottom of the page are several different color
versions of the same observation. These color
images, which are all projected as maps,
show where different minerals are located.
Do you notice anything interesting in the
mineral maps? What kinds of information
can you gain from the additional
color images?
7. Next, zoom back out to see the whole global
map. Select an area that you find interesting.
Zoom into that area and select different
observations. Do you see any differences or
similarities between the observations you
selected? Does this raise any questions about
what geological process may have formed
that area, feature, or mineral?
8. Continue to explore the surface of Mars!
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Toolbox
Mars 101: An overview of Mars exploration and why scientists want to study the

Red Planet: http://staffpages.suhsd.net/bgrigsby/MESDT/Mars_101/
Worksheet: http://staffpages.suhsd.net/bgrigsby/Homework/mars_101/Mars101WS.pdf

Earth/Mars Comparison of Geologic Features: CRISM Curriculum Guide:
http://crism.jhuapl.edu/education/curriculum.php

Reflectance Spectroscopy Resources: Tracking Change Over Time, USGS,
Teacher and Student Guides: http://pubs.usgs.gov/gip/133/
Lab Activity: http://crism.jhuapl.edu/education/reflectSpectLab.php
Planetary Data System Geosciences Spectral Library: http://speclib.rsl.wustl.edu/

CRISM Data Products Map: http://crism-map.jhuapl.edu/
Tutorial: http://staffpages.suhsd.net/bgrigsby/Homework/CRISM_Map/
CRISMMapPPTTutorialPres.pdf
Worksheet: http://staffpages.suhsd.net/bgrigsby/Homework/CRISM_Map/
CRISMMapTutorialWS.pdf
Additional Resource: http://staffpages.suhsd.net/bgrigsby/Homework/CRISM_Map/
CRISMDataProductsMapUserGuide.pdf

MESDT and Education Resources: http://crism.jhuapl.edu/education/
National Science Education
Standards Alignment

These activities address the following National
Science Education Standards as established by
the National Research Council:

Science as Inquiry

• A1—Abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry
• A2—Understanding about scientific inquiry

Physical Science

On the front of this poster: This CRISM
false-color infrared mosaic shows
compositional variations in the Nili Fossae
region, one of the most mineralogically
diverse areas of Mars. The prevalence of
minerals whose formation requires liquid
water makes this region a high priority for
future exploration.

• B6—Interactions of energy and matter

Earth and Space Science

Answers:

• E2—Understanding about science and technology

Math Connection: Because a meter is 1 million
times greater than a micrometer (or
micron), visible light ranges from 0.4 to 0.7
micrometers.

Science and Technology

Spectra—Try It: 1. B, 2. C, 3. A

• D3—The origin and evolution of the Earth system
• D4—The origin and evolution of the universe
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